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QUESTION 1

A business analyst wants to develop a Qlik Sense app with some key performance indicators on the dashboard. The
analyst decides to use two KPI objects to represent key metrics for the organization. 

Which two measures should the business analyst use to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Margin by region 

B. Number of products by customer 

C. Number of customers 

D. Number of products sold 

E. Number of customers by region 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

A business analyst is building an app for a customer: 

The customer wants to be able to: Show row-level transaction details Access an overview of the most important
numbers Analyze data 

How should the business analyst order the sheets to meet these requirements? 

A. 1. Dashboard: sheet for the overview 

2. 

Report: sheet for the row-level details 

3. 

Analysis: sheet for the analysis 

B. 1. Analysis: sheet for the analysis 

2. 

Dashboard: sheet for the overview 

3. 

Report: sheet for the row-level details 

C. 1. Report: sheet for the row-level details 

2. 

Dashboard: sheet for the overview 
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3. 

Analysis: sheet for the analysis 

D. 1. Dashboard: sheet for the overview 

2. 

Analysis: sheet for the analysis 

3. 

Report: sheet for the row-level details 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A wholesaler needs to show sales and products in a PowerPoint presentation. 

The dimensions and measures are: Product Name Sum of Sales Number of Orders 

Which two chart types could the business analyst use to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Stacked bar chart 

B. Combo chart 

C. Scatter plot 

D. Distribution plot 

E. Treemap 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A business analyst must create a horizontal bar chart to identify the top Sales Reps, Customer Segment Description,
and Customer City. 

Users must be able to analyze the data for one field at a time The chart should show the unique number of customers
for each dimension being analyzed The dimensions and measures created must be re-used on other charts 

Which steps should the business analyst perform to configure the chart correctly? 

A. Create all three dimensions as master items and add one as the chart dimension and the other two as alternative
dimensions Create a master item measure using Count(Distinct[Customer Number]) and add it to the chart Change the
chart presentation to Horizontal and sort it by the measure 
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B. Create a cyclic dimension as a master item using all three dimensions and add it to the chart Create a master item
measure using Count(Total[Customer Number]) and add it to the chart Change the chart presentation to Horizontal and
sort it by the measure 

C. Create all three dimensions as master items and add one as the chart dimension and the other two as alternative
dimensions Create a master item measure using Count(Total[Customer Number]) and add it to the chart Change the
chart presentation to Horizontal and sort it by the measure 

D. Create all three dimensions as master items and add to the bar chart Create a master item measure using
Count(Distinct[Customer Number]) and add it to the chart Change the chart presentation to Horizontal and sort it by the
first dimension 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A business analyst has a QVD containing Sales, Manager, Date, and Region. 

The business analyst needs to quickly create a sheet with three visualizations: Total Sales, Sales By Manager, and
Sales by Date. The sheet must allow for analysis by Region. 

In the search bar, the analyst enters "Sales", "Manager", and "Date", and adds the objects to the sheet. 

Which steps should the business analyst perform to finish creating the sheet? 

A. 1. Add two filter panes: Region and Sales 

2. 

Drag and drop Manager from the Fields list onto the sheet 

3. 

Add a line chart with Date as the dimension and Sales as the measure 

B. 1. Add two filter panes: Date and Manager 

2. 

Drag and drop Sales from the Fields list onto the sheet 

3. 

Add a line chart with Manager as the dimension and Sales as the measure 

C. 1. Add two filter panes: Sales and Manager 

2. 

Drag and drop Sales from the Fields list onto the sheet 

3. 
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Add a line chart with Date as the dimension and Sales as the measure 

D. 1. Add two filter panes: Region and Manager 

2. 

Drag and drop Sales from the Fields list onto the sheet 

3. 

Add a line chart with Date as the dimension and Sales as the measure 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A company has customers in 16 countries. The majority of the customers are in Germany. 

A business analyst creates a filter pane for Country, and wants "Germany" listed first. The rest of the 

countries should be listed in alphabetical order. 

Which method should the business analyst use to meet this requirement? 

A. Edit the sheet, select Chart, Properties panel, Custom sorting, then select Germany 

B. Edit the sheet, select Chart, Properties panel, Custom sorting, then click Descending Frequency 

C. In the data manager, edit the table, select Country, then select Order from the data profiling card 

D. In the data manager, edit the table, select Country, then select Order from the column header 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7
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Refer to the exhibit. 

A business analyst is testing an existing app that returns unexpected results. 

Using the selection tool, the business analyst observes the following behavior. Select a CompanyName and the
associated OrderID records are white Select a Year and all OrderID records are gray Select an OrderID and the Quarter
values are all gray, but the CompanyNames are white Select a ProductID and the associated ShipperName and
OrderDates are white, but the Year is gray 

What is causing these results? 

A. OrderID should be the key field in the MasterCalendar 

B. The logical model is NOT a star schema 

C. The OrderDate fields are different data types 

D. MasterCalendar should be associated to the OrderDetails table 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://mindmajix.com/snowflake-and-star-schema-in-qlikview 

 

QUESTION 8

A bus company wants to analyze customer travel patterns to add additional services or create new routes. 
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The business analyst needs to consider the following data: 190 routes across the city Start and end location of each
route Volume of customers travelling per hour Customer complaints when buses are full 

Which visualization should a business analyst use to meet this requirement? 

A. Area layer map 

B. Treemap 

C. Line layer map 

D. Scatter plot 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

A business analyst creates a bar chart and notices the weekdays are NOT in a US default format. The 

analyst does NOT have permissions to enter the data load editor and edit the data. The analyst only has a 

few minutes before the meeting to show the insights to a manager. 

The business analyst wants to quickly customize the chart to show the weekdays in US format. 

Which action should the business analyst take to fix the chart? 

A. Change the dimension label using the DATE() function to specify the right data format. 
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B. Change the dimension to a calculated dimension to specify the right data format. 

C. Change the dimension label to a calculated dimension using an IF() function. 

D. Change the dimension to a calculated dimension using the REPLACE() function. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://community.qlik.com/t5/QlikView-Documents/Class-Replace-Dual-Functions/tap/1482389 

 

QUESTION 10

A business analyst is using a box plot to show distribution. The data scientist provides the formulas to configure a
custom box plot. 

Which action(s) should the business analyst take to meet these requirements? 

A. Under Box plot elements, disable Use presets and enter the given formulas as calculated dimensions 

B. Under Box plot elements, disable Use presets and enter the given formulas in the expressions field 

C. Select Add measure, and enter the given formulas as expressions 

D. Create variables and enter the given formulas as expressions 

Correct Answer: A 
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